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Garment Label Printer and Applicator

Amscomatic’s L-15HPA print and apply labeler automatically 
prints blank label stock with any combination of graphics, 
bar codes, pricing, or other data, and then applies the labels 
virtually anywhere on the front of garments as they pass 
through an automatic folding machine. Positioned on the 
folder, the L-15HPA simplifies setup, label loading, and label 
positioning. With a folder-activated product sensor, variable 
timer, and adjustable mount, the user-friendly L-15HPA system 
offers excellent versatility. The L-15HPA can be easily installed on new 
and older Amscomatic automatic folders, as well as on certain other 
brands of folding machines (Call for a custom quote).

The L-15HPA works with thermal-transfer print engines from a variety 
of leading manufacturers, allowing seamless integration into most 
any production environment. The print size is infinitely variable in 
lengths up to 38 cm (15") and widths up to 15 cm (6"). BarTender bar-
coding software from Seagull Scientific is included. This easy-to-use 
and versatile program allows the user to create a wide variety of label 
types, and it can pull data for the labels from almost anywhere. Existing 
labeling software may also be compatible (check with your software’s 
author for the proper printer driver).

The L-15HPA labeler has a 7.62 cm (3") label core capacity, is designed 
to speed label loading and changeover, and mounts directly to the 
folder. An optional floor stand adds flexibility by allowing the system to 
be positioned over a conveyor for applying labels to folded or bagged 
garments. Like all Amscomatic equipment, the L-15HPA is backed by a 
one-year limited warranty. It is engineered for dependable performance 
and low maintenance in demanding, high-production environments, 
and can be easily integrated with other Amscomatic equipment into 
automatic folding/bagging/sealing systems.

  FEATURES

 • Prints and applies labels automatically during the folding process  
  to increase efficiency

 • Product sensor ensures accurate label placement

 • Allows label placement anywhere on the front of the garment

L-15HPA

Electrical Requirements 1 110 V, 1 ph, 10 A, 50/60 Hz, 1.1 kW

Maximum Print Size (L x W) 2 38 x 15 cm (15” x 6”)  

Shipping Weight 137 kg (300 lb)

SPECIFICATIONS

1  If incoming voltage differs from the voltage(s) listed in this brochure, calculate amperage accordingly.  
  Other electrical configurations are available: Contact The M&R Companies for details
2   Additional cost may apply to configure the L-15HPA to handle the maximum listed label-size capacity
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SPECIFICATIONS

Garment Label Applicator

L-15H™

  FEATURES

 • Applies labels automatically during the folding process to  
  increase efficiency

 • Product sensor ensures accurate label placement

 • Allows label placement anywhere on the front of the garment

1  If incoming voltage differs from the voltage(s) listed in this brochure, calculate amperage accordingly.  
  Other electrical configurations are available: Contact The M&R Companies for details.
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L-15H™

L-15H

Electrical Requirements 1 110 V, 1 ph, 7 A, 50/60 Hz, 0.77 kW

Overall Size (H x W x D) 49.5 x 58.4 x 62.9 cm (19.5" x 23" x 24.75")

Shipping Weight 91 kg (200 lb)

Amscomatic's high-speed label applicator is designed to automatically 
apply labels to garments as they pass through an automatic folding 
machine, minimizing labor costs and increasing efficiency. Positioned 
on the folder, the L-15H simplifies setup, label loading, and label 
positioning. With a folder-activated product sensor, variable timer, 
and adjustable mount, the L-15H allows label placement virtually 
anywhere on the front of the folded garment. The L-15H can be easily 
integrated with new and older Amscomatic automatic folders, as well 
as with some other brands of folding machines.

The L-15H has a 7.62 cm (3”) label core capacity, and is designed to 
speed label loading and changeover. It mounts directly to the folder, 
and features variable side-to-side label location. An optional floor 
stand adds flexibility by allowing the L-15H to be positioned over a 
conveyor. Amscomatic also supplies printers for printing labels prior 
to application. Like all Amscomatic equipment, the L-15H is backed by 
a one-year limited warranty. The L-15H is engineered for dependable 
performance and low maintenance in demanding, high-production 
environments, and can be easily integrated with other Amscomatic 
equipment into automatic folding/bagging/sealing systems.

All equipment from The M&R Companies is built with M&R's 
unsurpassed attention to detail and commitment to quality, 
durability, innovation, and design excellence, and is backed by M&R’s 
unparalleled 24-hour access to service, support, and premium parts. 
It’s no wonder M&R is the first name in screen printing equipment.


